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This paper gives some indication of the structure of the orthogonal group 
of a unimodular quadratic form over the 2-adic integers. Various congruence 
subgroups are defined and their interrelationships investigated. Figure 1 gives 
the lattice pattern of the subgroups considered when the rank is even. The 
subgroups normalized by the commutator subgroup are also determined. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let o denote the ring of integers in a local field F with 2 an unramified 
prime and u the group of units in o. Let V be a regular quadratic space 
over F, with associated quadratic form q: V --f F and bilinear form 
B(x, y) = q(x + y) - q(x) - q(y) for x, y E V, which supports a uni- 
modular lattice M on V (see [43). Here we consider only the case where A4 
has an orthogonal basis (therefore, by [4, 93:15], q(M) $ o) and assume 
always that M is isotropic with rank r(M) at least 3. 
The structure of the orthogonal group O(M) will be given in some detail. 
In particular, we are able to classify the subgroups of O(M) normalized 
by the commutator subgroup Q(M) provided the index [o: 201 is at least 8 
and r(M) > 7 (or r(M) = $6 and V has Witt index 1). The normal 
subgroups of O(M) have been considered by C. Chang [l]. These local 
structural results give some indication of the nature of orthogonal groups 
of unimodular indefinite quadratic forms over the rational integers. 
Here our knowledge is fairly limited (see, e.g., [3 and 51). 
* This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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II. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
Assume M is isotropic with rank at least 3 and split by a hyperbolic plane 
H = ou + ov where q(u) = q(v) = 0 and B(u, v) = 1. Write M = H 1 L. 
Let M, denote the sublattice of M spanned by the elements x of it4 with 
q(x) E o and let 2M* denote the sublattice of M spanned by the charac- 
teristic elements in M (x in A4 is characteristic if its orthogonal complement 
(ox)I has q(oxl) _C o (see [2])). The lattices M* and M* can also be defined 
in terms of a basis for M. If r(M) is odd, fix a primitive characteristic 
vector w  E L. If r(M) is even, fix a primitive characteristic vector z E L and 
take w  E L such that B(w, z) = 1. Then q(z) E o and in both cases q(w) 
is not in o. According as r(M) is odd or even, we have 
M=HlNlow A4 = H 1 N 1 (ow + oz) 
M* = H 1 N J- (l/2) DW M* = H 1 N I (ow + Qoz) 
il4* =HlNl2ow M* = H J- N J- (20~ + oz) 
where N is a unimodular sublattice with q(N) C o. 
If r(M) is even and 5 E o we also need to consider 
WI.) = H I N I (20~ + o(W) z + 5~)). 
Note that M({,) = M(&) if and only if & = & mod 2. Consequently, 
there are [o: 201 distinct lattices of this form. Also, when defined, 
M*CMCM* and M* c Iv(() c kz*. 
The standard congruence subgroup of the orthogonal group O(M) for 
the ideal a C 20 is 
O(M, a) = {p, E O(M) I v(x) = &x mod aM for all x E M*}. 
We also consider, for a C 20, 
O*(M, a) = {tp E O(M) 1 v(x) = fx mod aM* for all x E M.+.} 
O&4, a) = {cp E O(M) 1 v(x) = fx mod aM.+ for all x E M*} 
and, when r(M) is even, 
O(M, a, 5) = (4p E O(M) I v(x) = ix mod aM(n for all x E M*}. 
Notice, when r(M) is odd, 
o*(M, 20) = O(M, 20). 
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When r(M) is even, we further define, for a C 20, 
O,,(M, a) = {p’ E O(M) I y,(x) = fx mod 2aM for all x E 2M*j 
and for a C 40, 
O**(M, a) = O*(M, a) n O.&M, (l/2) a). 
Since 2M* C M* , it follows for a C 40, that 
O(M, a) C O**(M, a). 
0CM.a) *.. O(M,o,C) . . . 
e*(a) 
FIG. 1. Subgroups of O(M), r(M) even (a C 80). 
III. SUBGROUPS NORMALIZED BY O(M) 
Let Q(M) denote the commutator subgroup of O(M). We now give a 
classification of the subgroups of O(M) normalized by Q(M). Detailed 
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proofs will be presented elsewherel. For x E L n J4* , denote by E(u, x) 
the isometry defined by 
for y E M. Similarly define E(v, x) and let 8 be the subgroup of O(M) 
generated by E(u, x) and E(v, x) as x ranges over L n M* . Then 
Q(M) = d 
when any of the following three conditions is fulfilled: 
6) r(M) b 7, 
(ii) u(M) 2 5 and [IX 201 3 4, 
(iii) r(M) = 5, 6, [o: 201 = 2 and the Witt index of Mis 1. 
Moreover, for each 5 E o, M([) is stable under the action of d (but not 
O(M)). Consequently, each O(M, a, 5) is normalized by 8. 
For a _C 20, define B(a) (respectively, b*(a), J?,(a) and, for r(M) even 
and 5 E o, &(a, 5)) to be the subgroup of O(M) generated by isometries 
of the form BE@, x) 8-l and BE@, x) 8-l where 19 E B and x E aL (respec- 
tively, x E L n aM*, x E L n aM, and x E L n aM([)). However, when 
r(M) is odd, 6*(20) = 6(20), since q(w) is not in o. Also, if r(M) is odd, 
since M = M.+ + 2M*, &(a) is generated by &,(a) and I*(2a). Again, 
if r(M) is even, then M* = M + M(5) and &‘*(a) is generated by 8(a) 
and &(a, 5). Again, for <r + & mod 2, 8*(a) is generated by &(a, cl) and 
Qta, L). 
Let &(a) denote any of the subgroups d = b(o), 8(a), E*(a), &,(a) or 
&(a, 5) (when defined) and define 
w(a) = (9, E O(M) I [q~, 4 C E’W. 
Then any subgroup .N of O(M) satisfying 
s’(a) C Jtr c Y(a) 
is normalized by d since 
[M, b] C [Y(a), b] C 8’(a) C Jlr. 
We have also the following stronger result. 
THEOREM 1. Let [o: 201 > 8 and either r(M) > 7 or r(M) = 5, 6 and 
1 Math. Am 201 (1973), 65-74. 
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the Witt index of M be 1. Then a subgroup Jlr of O(M) is normalized by 
Q(M) if and only if 
&(a) c .N- L 9-‘(a) 
for some &‘(a). 
The theorem is doubtless valid under weaker conditions. 
IV. GENERATORS FOR CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS 
Let M’ denote one of the lattices M, M*, M, , or M(c). 
LEMMA. Assume for some ideal Q C 20 and q~ E O(M) that 
q(x) = x mod aM’ 
for all x E M* . Then there exists 8 E & and x E &(a) such that x&$3-1 acts 
identically on N. 
Proof. Recall that M = H 1 N 1 ow or M = H 1 N 1 (ow + 02). 
Let w1 ,..., w, and z1 ,..., z, be dual bases for N so that B(wi , zi) = 6,, , 
1 <i,j<n.Assume,forsomem<n,that~(wJ=wj,l <j<m-1. 
Let 
where t E L and E E 1 mod a. Then s = t - w, EL n aM’ and, for 
1 <j<m-1, 
B(s, Wj) = B(tp(u + wm) - w, , Wj) = 0 
so that E(o, E-ls)(wJ = wj . Now let 
a,h = E(u, -z~) E(u, (1 - E) zm) E(v, E+) $(u, z,,,). 
If $ has the desired property, so does 9, since E(u, (1 - E) z,,J E(u, P-%) 
is in &(a). Now $(wJ = wj for 1 < j < m - 1. Furthermore, 
t,b(wm) = E(u, -EZ,) E(o, e-9) q~(u + w,) = w, . 
The result now follows by induction on m. 
This lemma reduces the problem of finding generators for some of the 
congruence subgroups to the case where the rank of M is 3 or 4. 
Tables I and II give generating systems for congruence subgroups when 
the rank of M is odd or even, respectively. Y(y) denotes the symmetry 
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TABLE I 
Generating Systems for Congruence Subgroups, r(M) Odd 
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Group Restrictions 
Owf) 
OOf, 4 
NM, a) 
O*(M, 20) 
O&f, a) 
0*&f, 4 
O*(M, a) 
a = 20,4a 
a C80 
a C40 
a = 20,40 
a C80 
8 
&a) 
&a) 
g*@J) 
E*(o) 
g*(a) 
Generators 
TABLE II 
Generating Systems for Congruence Subgroups, r(M) Even 
Group Restrictions Generators 
O(M) 
ow, 20) 
out 20) 
OW, a) 
OdM, a) 
O*(M, 20) 
O*(M, 20) 
O**(M a) 
004, a: 5) 
OW, 2% 5) 
06’4 4090 
O(M, a, 5) 
2q(M*) C o 
MM*) g 0 
a 240 
2q(M*) L o 
2&f*) $0 
a C40 
2q(M*) C o 
MM*) $0 
2q(M*) G 0 
MM*) Q; 0 
aC8o 
B 
Wo) 
&20) 
4a) 
o*(a) 
6*(20) 
&*(a) 
&(a, 5) 
e4o, 51 
&a, 6) 
@to) Y(w) Y(u - v) 
@m) ‘u(w) 
@Go) Y(w) % - &(z) w) 
@C(a) 
@b) 
<p(20) Y(w) 
O(M, 20) 
@(a) 
@(a) 
O&W 20) 
W40) w + 25w) 
@(a) 
about y E A4 where q(y) E u u (l/2) u. For a unit E denote by Q(G) the 
isometry defined by u ++ EU, v H &I and x I-+ x for x E L. @(a) denotes 
the subgroup of 0,(&f, a) generated by Hand the @(c) with E = 1 mod a. 
Note that when r(M) is even, the structure of O(M) separates into two 
cases according as 2q(M*) C o or not. 
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With these generators we can easily verify 
[OW, a), 4 c &(a) 
and hence 
8(a) c O(M, a) c F(a). 
Moreover, if r(M) 3 5 and [o: 201 3 4, we have 
&(a> = [WC a>, WWI. 
Similar results hold for the other congruence subgroups. 
V. THE ISOMETRIES E(m, U) 
Throughout this section it is assumed that r(M) is even. Let a = 2”o 
with m > 1 and let u be a unit. We construct now isometries E(m, u) 
on A4 that act identically on Hand N and such that 
E(2, U)(W) = (1 + 20) w  + 4a(l - U) q(w) z mod 4&f, (1) 
S(2, U)(Z) E (1 + 20) z + 4u( 1 - u) q(z) w mod 4M, , (2) 
and for m >, 3 
8(m, u)(w) = (1 + 2m-%r) w + 2%q(w) z mod aM, 
E(m, u)(z) = (1 + 2m-1u) z + 2%q(z) w  mod aM, . 
(3) 
(4) 
If q(z) E 40 we can, by changing the basis, arrange that q(z) = 0. 
Letting E = 1 + 2m-1u, for m 3 3 the isometry 
S(m, a): 2 t+ cz w w c-lw + (E - c-l) q(w) z 
satisfies our requirements. However, in general, we must work harder. 
Define 
E(2, u) = -Y(z - (l/2) q(w)-1 u-‘w) Y(z - (l/2) q(w)-’ w) 
and for m 3 3, define 
E(m, u) = Y(w - q(w) 2”-%z) Y(w + q(W) 2m-2uZ). 
These isometries satisfy (l)-(4). It follows that E(m, a) is an element of 
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O*(M, a) but not of O**(M, a). Furthermore, for u and T units with 
u + r E u, we have 
E(m, u) E(m, T) = E(m, u + T) mod aM. 
O**(M, a) is a normal subgroup of O(M) since it is defined in terms of 
congruences involving M, M* , and M* and these lattices are stable under 
the action of O(M). 
Denote by A(k) the direct sum of k copies of the cyclic group of order 2. 
Letf = log,[o: 201 be the residue class degree of the field F. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be isotropic with r(M) > 4 even. Thenfor a C 40 
O*(M, a)/O**(M, a) r A(k) 
where k = f if a C 80 or q(z) a = 40, and k = f - 1 if a = 40 and 
q(z) E 20. 
Proof. Let rp E O*(M, a). Then v(z) = fz mod aM* and 
y(z) = (f I + 29) z mod aM 
where 7 E o. If # E O.&M, (l/2) a), then yG(z) = iz mod aM. Hence 
for a _C 80,~ + 20 E o/20 is uniquely determined for the coset yO**(M, a). 
The mapping 
A: O*(M, a)/O**(M, a) --f 0120 
given by (l(g,O**(M, a)) = q + 20 is therefore well-defined. A is a 
homomorphism into the additive group o/20 g A(f). Since 
ll(E(m, ~7) O**(M, a)) = u + 20, 
the mapping is surjective. 
However, for a = 40, since 1 + 2(71 + 1) = -1 + 27 mod 4, q + 20 
is not uniquely determined by y. In a/20 we must therefore identify 7 + 20 
with (1 + 9) + 20 by factoring out a subgroup. Now A becomes a 
homomorphism onto A(f - 1). 
Let yO**(M, a) be in the kernel of A. Then F(Z) E fz mod aM. But 
y E O*(M, a), so that y(w) 3 iw + 2m-2Xz mod(l/2) aM. Therefore 
q(w) = q(w) + 2m-2h + 22m-4h2q(z) mod 2+l. 
Provided q(z) a C 80, it follows that X E 20 and hence 
v(w) = &w mod(l/2) aM. 
Therefore T E O&M, (l/2) a) and A is injective. 
641/s/6-3 
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It remains to consider a = 40 with q(z) a unit. Now Y(z - 2q(z) w) x 
O**(M, 40) is in the kernel of (1. Replace n by the homomorphism 
(det, (1): O*(M, 4o)/O**(M, 40) -+ {&l} x A(f- 1). 
Since det Y(z - a(z) w) = -1 and O**(M, 40) C O+(M), it follows 
that (det, (1) is injective and the image is A(f). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Let A4 be isotropic and r(M) 2 4 even. Then for a C 20 
o*w, d/O**(M 4 z 4) 
where k = f unless a = 20 and 2q(M*) C o when k = f - 1. 
This can be established by showing that O,(M, a) is generated by 
E(m + 1, u) with (T E u, &,(a) and @(a), together with Y(z - 2q(z) w) 
when a = 20 and q(z) is a unit. In the quotient structure O,(M, a)/ 
O.&M, a), only the isometries 8(m + 1, U) and Y(z - 2q(z) w) can give 
rise to nontrivial cosets. 
From (l)-(4) it follows that [8(m, u), 81 C a*(a). Therefore, for a C 40, 
[O*(M, a), &] C &*(a) 
and consequently 
g*(a) C O**(M, a) C O*(M, a) C F*(a). 
Similarly 
VI. O(M, a)/&(a) 
Let Cl(v, F) be the Clifford algebra of the quadratic space V obtained 
by factoring out in the tensor algebra of V the ideal generated by elements 
of the form x @ x - q(x) 1 for x E I’. Isometries in the orthogonal group 
O(I/) act as inner automorphisms on Cl(V, F). This action can be used 
to investigate the structures of O(M, a)/&(a) (and O*(M, a)/&*(a),...). 
In particular, if E E 1 mod a, then G(E) E O(M, a). We wish to know 
when @i(e) E &(a). 
Identify V with its isomorphic image in Cl( V, I;). Assume M = H I L 
where H = OZJ + ov is a hyperbolic plane. In Cl( V, F) this gives 
u@u=v@v=O and u~v+v~U=1. 
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Let E = 1 + OL where OL E a 5: 20. Then 1 + OIU @ u is regular in Cl(V, P) 
since 
(1 + CWU @ u) @ (1 + LYU @ 2.4) = E. 
For t E V, 
@(g(t) = (1 + U4@v)@t@(l +olU@v)-l, 
that is, Q(G) E O(V) corresponds to the inner automorphism of C!l(V, F) 
induced by the regular element 1 + cru @ U. 
Similarly, for x E L, since u @ x + x @ u = B(u, x) = 0, 
(1+u@x)@(l+x@U)=I 
and for t E V, 
E(u, x)(t) = (1 + u @ x) @ t @ (1 + 24 @ x)-l. 
Thus E(u, x) corresponds to the inner automorphism induced by 
l+u@x. 
Assume now that I E L n AK* and /I E o are such that r] = 1 - bq(r) 
is a unit in o. The identity 
(1 + pu 0 r) 0 (1 + ZJ 0 r) 0 (1 + (T2 - 1) u 0 u) 
= 70 + rl-lu 0 r> 0 (1 + Byu 0 r) 
in Cl( V, F) now yields the identity 
J%, I+) W4 I) @(v2) = &4 q-‘r) &A Pqr) 
in O(M). 
(5) 
Assume r(M) 2 5 so that there exists r E L with q(r) a unit. For 
q = 1 mod a, put /3 = (1 - q) q(r)-l E a. From (5) 
W, -r> &, Br> %4 r) = W4 (9-l - 1) r) @4 Bqr) @(v-~) 
is in E,(a). Therefore, @(TV) E &,(a). From Hensel’s lemma, if a Z 40 and 
E = 1 mod 2a, it follows that 
The subgroup E(a) is generated by isometries of the form 
equ, x) e-1 = J?@(u), e(x)) 
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where 19 E d and x E aM. Suppose now G’(E) E d(a) where E = 1 + (Y and 
(y. E a. Then 
Q(c) = fi E(u, ) Xi) 
i=l 
where q(u,) = B(ui , xi) = 0 and xi E aM for 1 < i < m. Transfering 
this to the Clifford algebra gives, for t E V, 
where 
x = (1 + z4r 0 XJ @ ..a @ (1 + 24, 0 X,). 
It follows that (1 + (11~4 @ a)-l 0 Xlies in the center of both Cl( V, F) and 
the proper Clifford algebra. Therefore, X = /3( 1 + 01u 0 u) for some /3 E F. 
Applying the canonical antiautomorphism J gives F = /?(l + olv @ U) 
and multiplying these two expressions together, /?*E = 1. This is essentially 
the information given by the spinor norm. However, expanding X and XJ 
and subtracting yields 
2 z$l Ui @ Xi + Y = ap(l - 2U @ U) (7) 
since pi @ xi + Xi @ pi = B(ai , XJ = 0. In (7), Y consists of the higher 
order terms in the expansion of X and XJ. If a Z 40, we can conclude 
from (7) that 01 E 2a. This is done by expressing the left-hand side of (7) 
in terms of a canonical basis 1, U, u ,..., u @ 0 ,..., u @ u @ ..a @ w( @z) 
for Cl( V, F) and equating the coefficients of 1 on both sides. Now, from 
(6) and Tables I and II, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let r(M) 3 5 and a C 40. Then 
Wf, a)/&(a) s -4(k) 
where k = f + 1 unless r(M) is odd and a = 40 when k = f + 2. 
Similar results hold for the other quotient groups when r(M) > 5, 
see Table III. 
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TABLE III 
Quotient Structure of Subgroups of O(M) 
Group Restrictions A(k), k 
O*(M W*(a) r(M) odd, a _C 40 
o**w, d/~*(a) r(M) even, a C 40 
O*Of, a)/&*(a) r(M) odd, a C 80 
o**(M, 40)/8*(40) r(M) even, 2q(M*) $ o 
O**(M, a)/&*(a) r(M) even, a C 80,2q(M*) $ o 
O**(M, a)/&*(a) r(M) even, a C 40,2q(M*) C o 
ow, 40,4w(40,5) r(M) even, 2q(M*) $ o 
O(M, a, O/&a, 5) r(M) even, a C 80,2q(M*) $ o 
O(M a, WYa, 5) r(M) even, a C 40,2q(M*) Co 
f+l 
f+l 
1 
2 
1 
f+l 
3 
1 
f+l 
VII. F(a)/O(M, a) 
It is possible to determine the structure of F(a)/O(M, a), F*(a)/ 
0*(&f, a),..., from the arguments used in proving Theorem 1 (and under 
the same assumptions). These quotient structures are trivial (one element 
groups) except for F(a)/O(M, a) and F*(a)/O*(M, a) when a C 4a, and 
for %(a, C)/O(M, a, 5) and SJa)/O,(M, a) when a L 40, A4 has even 
rank and 2q(M*) C o; the nontrivial structures are all isomorphic to A(f), 
The essential part of the proof is to show that any y E F’(a) satisfies, for 
all x E M* , the congruence 
y(x) = EX mod aM’ 
for some unit E with c2 = 1 mod a. 
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